I want to provide food for students

What's the purpose of the food?

Is the food only for adults?

Policy does not apply. However, faculty are encouraged to consume food and beverages in alignment with the policy to set the example for students

Is it for a fundraiser?
See Board Policy N0229 AG, N0229 AG-1, & N0229 AG-2

Do the food items meet the nutritional guidelines of the policy?
See Grade-Level Wellness FAQ’s

Are students consuming the food 30 minutes after the last lunch period?
See Grade-Level Wellness FAQ’s

Process in policy must be followed and principal approval must be given

Is it for sale by a school store?
See Grade-Level Wellness FAQ’s

Do the food items meet the nutritional guidelines of the policy?
See Grade-Level Wellness FAQ’s

Are students consuming the food 30 minutes after the last lunch period?
See Grade-Level Wellness FAQ’s

Process in policy must be followed and principal approval must be given

Is it for a curriculum-based classroom activity?
See Grade-Level Wellness FAQ’s

Do the food items meet the nutritional guidelines of the policy?
See Grade-Level Wellness FAQ’s

Are students consuming the food 30 minutes after the last lunch period?
See Grade-Level Wellness FAQ’s

Is the food allergy-friendly? Are all students included and able to participate safely and fully?

Process in policy must be followed and principal approval must be given

Is it for a non-curriculum-based school activity?
See K-8 Wellness FAQ’s

Reference list of non-food alternatives for school-based celebrations. No food permitted.

Relevant Links
Non-Food Alternatives to Classroom Parties:
https://www.dasd.org/Page/9795

Wellness Board Policies:
https://go.boarddocs.com/pa/down/Board.nsf/goto?open&Id=ALXICV47D97B

Wellness FAQ:
https://www.dasd.org/Page/9795

Fundraising Board Policies:
https://go.boarddocs.com/pa/down/Board.nsf/goto?open&Id=AFJN54E09A#